
Me llamo_______________________

Español II – Examen Final
Parte Oral

Students will be expected to complete 2 different speaking tasks: 
Part A, which will be completed during class time, is described in this handout.

  Part B, the conversation, will be completed by appointment and is based on a situation which
      pertains to the vocabulary studied this year.

Part A:  2 lists of 3 complete sentences per topic. Students will NOT know which of the two 
topics they will be asked to list until the time of the exam.

**While Checkpoint B sentences are always encouraged they are NOT NECESSARY on Part A. 
However, trying to push yourself for Checkpoint B sentences will help your writing, and will 
ultimately help your speaking during Part B - the conversation portion of the Speaking Final.

examples:  “I am a tall boy.”     vs.       “I am tall because my dad measures  6’4”.”
  “My town has a library.”               vs.      “My town has a library where you can use the computers 
                                                                              or take out books.”         

Students will provide 3 complete sentences to discuss TWO of the following topics:

1. personality characteristics of a person & the resulting behavior
    (ie: My sister is outgoing and she talks a lot.,
                             I am mature and am polite in class.)

2. physical characteristics of a person and its results
     (My father is bald because he doesn’t have hair., 
My friend has a beard and does not shave, I am muscular/strong and I play 

sports well, etc.)

3.  conditions, telling how someone might feel using expressions with
             ‘estar’  OR   ‘tener’ and tell why
     (ie: I am sad because my cell phone is broken., I am hungry because I 

didn’t eat, I am tired because I don’t sleep well.) 

4.  use and explain 3 words for relatives and family members, excluding parents
 and siblings

(ie: My great grandmother is the mother of my grandmother.)

  5.  daily routine, using a reflexive verb and a personal care product                       
and/or body parts in your sentences
                (ie: My sister washes her hair with shampoo.,
                                   My father shaves his beard with a razor.)



  6.  house and home; telling about aspects of your home and their effect/purpose
(ie. When my mom rests, she sits on the patio.,
When my clothes are dirty, I wash my clothes in the washing machine.)

  7.  community and neighborhood; discuss locations and activities in a city or town
          that DO NOT include stores

(ie. I go to the bus stop to wait for the bus.,  I play tennis on the court.)

            8.  things you do in a store/business in your town
           (ie.  I go to the spa to receive a massage. I try on shoes at the shoe store., 

                              I look for a book at the book store.)

            9.  clothing related vocabulary, telling an article of clothing you would 
                      like to buy and why, possibly describing fit, fabric or use

           (ie. I bought a dress because I am going to a wedding.,  
                                    I would like to buy new sneakers that fit well.)

          10.  things you did yesterday, using the Preterit Tense
      (ie: Yesterday I went to the store., Yesterday my mom bought 

                                    ice cream for my brother and me.)

          11.  things you used to do when you were younger, using the Imperfect Tense
      (ie: When I was a kid, I used to eat hot dogs every day., When I was four 
                     years old I always watched Barney.)

         12.  computer vocabulary, using the computer/technology related 
                   noun or verb in complete sentences
                 (ie: I use the delete button to erase an error., I save my documents in a file.)  

         13.  telephone related vocabulary, using the telephone related noun or verb in 
      a complete sentence

               (ie: Every day I receive many calls from my friends., My friends 
                           send me texts every day.)

         14.  activities relating to a hotel, using the Present Perfect construction
               (ie: I have made a reservation at a luxury hotel in Florida.,

We have stayed in a double room with a view.)
         
         15.  things that you have or someone has done during this school year, 
       using the Present Perfect construction in complete sentences
               (ie: This year I have learned a lot of vocabulary., My brother has gotten 
                               good grades in math this year.)



        


